writeINFINITY

(dry erase paint)

installation instructions
surface preparation
DO NOT STIR, MIX or SHAKE product!

Application Over UNIQUE-MAG Custom Digitally Printed
Step 1: Ensure wallcovering is well attached to the wall and seams are tight.

Application Over Dry Wall
Step 1: Prime wall with high quality commercial water based paint primer
Step 2: For existing painted walls in good condition, lightly sand with 150 grit, then clean surface.
For walls needing repair or a color change, apply a high quality commercial water based primer,
tinted to the desired color - install this step using 3/8” nap microfiber roller provided.
Step 3: Inspect surface for any unwanted texture. If present, lightly sand surface to ensure it
is as smooth as possible, then clean.

writeInfinity application:
DO NOT STIR, MIX or SHAKE product!!
Only apply with provided 3/8” nap microfiber roller cover
Step 1: Pour contents into painters’ tray with fresh clean liner.
Step 2: Saturate the 3/8” nap microfiber roller cover by rolling in product multiple times to allow the roller
to absorb material. Note: Alternative roller covers will leave residue or bubbles in the finished coat,
voiding the warranty.
Step 3: Use a vertical Zig Zag coating method to spread one loaded roller cover over approximately 40 sq
ft (10’high x 4‘wide area). Starting midway up the wall move the roller up and down in a vertical zig
zag pattern across the 40 sq ft area.
Step 4: Without reloading the roller cover, reverse direction and continue spreading the coating back
to original starting point using a standard up and down coating method. Make one more pass in
the other direction using the same rolling method to insure complete coverage and that a solid,
level coating has been achieved. It is important to make these multiple passes to insure uniform
coverage and even distribution with no heavy spots, holes, skips, holidays or uneven texture left on
the surface. Inspect carefully from all angles to be sure the entire surface is well coated. Repeat
process for additional sections.
Step 5: Allow 3 days for product to cure prior to use as a writing surface
(recommend the use of EXPO BULLET Low Odor markers and microfiber cloth erasers)

clean up and disposal
Step 1: Do not reseal partially used can. Let unused coating harden in open container and dispose of in
accordance with existing federal, state, and local environmental control laws.
Step 2: Discard all roller covers and tray liners. Do not pour unused coating down the sink or drain.
Clean roller frames with standard paint thinner.

